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INTRODUCTION

Researchers have demonstrated the powerful role parents play in young children’s peer relationships (Parke & Bhavnagri, 1989). This body of evidence provides empirical support for Bronfenbrenner’s (1977, 1979) theorizing about mesosystem influences on children’s development, specifically, how proximal processes in one microsystem, the family, may impinge on children’s relationships in another, the peer group. Most studies examining linkages between parents and peers have been conducted with younger children, concentrating almost exclusively on mothers’ influence on children’s social relationships (Belle, 1989), with scant attention to fathers’ influence or adolescents’ peer relationships. This study extends Bronfenbrenner’s mesosystems framework to adolescence because of the rich potential this developmental period holds for advancing our understanding methodologically, pragmatically, and theoretically.

Methodologically, the substantive changes in adolescents’ relationships with parents and peers, stimulated by the onset of puberty (Belsky, Steinberg, & Draper, 1991; Fuligni & Eccles, 1993; Muench, 1988; Steinberg, 1987), make adolescence fertile ground for research on parent-peer linkages in light of Dearborn’s maxim, “If you want to understand something, try to change it” (cited in Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p. 518). Adolescents’ increasing susceptibility to peer influence and decreasing susceptibility to parental influence (Berndt, 1979; Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986) provide what Bronfenbrenner referred to as “an experiment of nature” (1977, p. 519).

Pragmatically, we find it curious that studies of parental peer linkages in adolescence have received short shrift, given that ages 14 to 18 are the most stressful time for parents, who worry about such peer-related issues as their children’s choice of friends, negative peer pressure, and involvement in deviant behaviors (Gecas & Seff, 1990; Olson et al., 1983; Pasley & Gecas, 1984; Small, Eastman, & Cornelius, 1988; Steinberg, 1990). Yet little is known about whether parents act on these concerns by attempting to manage adolescents’ social relationships, and what strategies, if any, parents employ to foster positive peer affiliations and counteract negative influences. We find parents’ decisions about whether to “buzz off” or “butt in” compelling (Brown, 1996), especially given the developmental overlay of adolescents’ desire for more connection to peers and less dependence on parents. Parents who are too heavy-handed may infringe on what adolescents perceive as their legitimate purview (Smetana & Asquith, 1994), whereas parents who are minimally involved may increase susceptibility to negative peer influence (Steinberg, 1990).

Finally, studies of parent-peer linkages may advance our theoretical understanding, given that developmental theorists paint a mixed picture of how much parenting practices can restrain adolescents’ susceptibility to negative peer influence (Cooper & Cooper, 1992; Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986; Youniss & Smollar, 1985). Although the evidence is inconclusive, three of the five prominent theo-
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Parent Influences on Adolescent Peer Orientation and Substance Use

Theories of Weak Parent-Peer Linkages during Adolescence

Recent studies cast doubt on the pessimistic predictions of the “two social worlds,” cognitive, and psychoanalytic theories of parent-peer linkages, each of which is summarized here. (For a complete description, see Cooper & Cooper, 1992, and Youniss & Smollar, 1985.) In “two social worlds” theories, parents and peers are portrayed as operating primarily in isolation from each other. The influence of parents and peers is seen as distinct, with little or no overlap in the quality of relationships across the two settings (Berndt, 1979; Coleman, 1960; Greenberg, Siegel, & Leitch, 1983; Hundleby & Mercer, 1987; Kandel et al., 1978). Similarly, cognitive theorists such as Piaget (1932/1965) and Sullivan and Sullivan (1980) contended that social relationships with peers contribute to adolescent development in ways unique from those with parents. Parent relationships are based primarily on unilateral authority, in contrast with peer relationships, which are more equal and reciprocal. Thus, interactions with parents tend to be marked by conformity and obedience, whereas those with peers typically involve co-constructing reality, negotiating differences, and working toward consensus. Based on recent descriptions (see Collins, 1990, for an exception), cognitive theories are classified with the theories of weak linkages because adolescents are thought to manage their own development through their increased capacity for logically reflecting on their experiences and reaching valid conclusions (Youniss & Smollar, 1985).

Psychoanalysts such as Freud (1958) and Blos (1979) predicted less parental influence on peer relationships during adolescence than in earlier developmental periods, attributable largely to the biological changes triggered by puberty. In response to anxiety-provoking sexual feelings toward parents, adolescents must detach (classical view) or individuate (contemporary view) from parents, irrespective of the closeness of early family ties. This severing of parental ties occurs before adolescents have developed sufficient capacity to function autonomously, which results in a rush from dependency on parents to dependency on peers (Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986). Psychoanalysts consider this shift from parent to peer influence necessary for adolescent autonomy to develop on course.

Theories of Strong Parent-Peer Linkages during Adolescence

Recent studies have challenged views that adolescent detachment from parents is desirable (Mounts, 1996; Ryan & Lynch, 1989; Steinberg, 1990; White, Speisman, & Costos, 1983) or that parents’ influence on their adolescents’ peer relationships is weak or sharply curtailed (for an exception, see Brown & Huang, 1995). Both the socialization and individuation-connectedness perspectives propose that parents influence their adolescents’ peer relationships, albeit through different mechanisms.

Socialization theories (Clausen, 1968; Coleman, 1960) are generally portrayed as painting a dismal picture of parents’ ability to transmit cultural values to adolescents and to overcome socialization by peers (Clausen, 1968; Youniss & Smollar, 1985). Socialization theorists tend to emphasize the competition between these two opposing forces, which have been described aptly as “benevolent parents” and “malevolent peers” (Steinberg & Brown, 1989, p. 2). Parents are thought to propel their adolescents into
a peer counterculture by abdicating parental responsibility and trying to befriend their children, rather than acting as agents of socialization (Youniss & Smollar, 1985). Yet an often overlooked corollary of this premise is that parents have the power to transmit their values and socialization goals to their offspring by restraining their adolescents’ relationships with peers and monitoring their activities and whereabouts to protect them from negative peer influence (see Cooper & Cooper, 1992).

Consistent with the tenets of this theory, parental monitoring is a strong deterrent to adolescent involvement in virtually any problem behavior (Lamborn, Mounts, Steinberg, & Dornbusch, 1991; Patterson & Stouthamer-Loeber, 1984; Snyder, Dishion, & Patterson, 1986; Wu, 1995), although the evidence linking parental monitoring to peer orientation is less conclusive. One study reported an indirect effect of monitoring on substance use: Low parental monitoring increased the likelihood that adolescents associated with substance-using peers, which, in turn, encouraged substance use (Patterson, De Baryshe, & Ramsey, 1989). In other studies, low parental monitoring was related to a peer orientation so extreme that 13- to 16-year-olds committed deviant acts (Barnes & Farrell, 1992) and sixth and seventh graders abandoned parental rules, schoolwork, and even their own talents to be popular with friends (Fuligni & Eccles, 1993).

Several recent studies suggest less oppositional and more contingent linkages between parents and peers (Steinberg, 1990). The individuation-connectedness perspective posits that individuation occurs optimally in the context of close relationships with parents (Youniss & Smollar, 1985). Adolescents move toward independence from parents while, paradoxically, striving to remain connected to them. Thus, the transformation of the parent-adolescent relationship, rather than parental monitoring, is the mechanism through which parents influence peer relationships. If the relationship transforms from one based on unilateral authority to one of interdependence and cooperative negotiation (Cooper & Cooper, 1992; Steinberg, 1990; Youniss & Smollar, 1985), adolescents still seek parental advice, allowing continued parental influence over adolescent development and peer relationships.

In concordance with this theory, studies reveal that parents who fail to grant increasing decision-making opportunities or to relax power and restrictiveness have adolescents who become extremely peer-oriented at the expense of heeding parental rules (Fuligni & Eccles, 1993). Moreover, parental responsiveness, often used as a measure of the closeness of the parent-adolescent relationship, is an important correlate of children’s social competence and choice of friends (Brody & Shaffer, 1982; Kandel & Andrews, 1987; Lamborn et al., 1991). In a study of high school students, parental closeness discouraged drug use directly and also indirectly through the choice of non-drug-using friends (Kandel & Andrews, 1987).

Thus, the influence of parents and peers is portrayed as more interdependent and less antagonistic by individuation-connectedness theorists than socialization theorists, implying that adolescents’ involvement with both parents and peers may be optimum for healthy development. Based on recent studies, simultaneous influence from parents and peers is not contradictory (Greenberg et al., 1983); adolescents performed best on a range of outcomes when both parents and peers were supportive, and much worse when neither was supportive (Brown et al., 1993; Brown & Huang, 1995; Kandel, 1986; Kandel & Andrews, 1987; Ryan & Lynch, 1989; Steinberg & Brown, 1989). Furthermore, observational studies reveal that communication patterns with parents and peers do not conflict as cognitive theorists have predicted; instead, interaction patterns in the family carry over to adolescent negotiation with peers (Cooper & Cooper, 1992).

The Context in Which Parenting Practices Operate

Little is known about how the effectiveness of parenting practices may be moderated by characteristics of the environment or the person (Darling & Steinberg, 1993), such as the values that underlie parents’ socialization goals. According to Miller (1993), values are deeply held and enduring standards about right and wrong, about what “ought to be.” Darling and Steinberg (1993) cited scholars as early as 1939 who argued that parents’ values are important determinants of parenting behavior, which was demonstrated convincingly in Kohn’s seminal work in 1969. Since then, however, studies have been sparse. In a recent exception, mothers who placed a higher value on prosocial behaviors, specifically early adolescents’ sociability, perceived their children’s social behaviors more accurately and devoted more time to promoting their children’s peer relationships, but only if they believed parents could be an important influence (Cohen & Woody, 1991). Recent studies suggest that parents may also influence their offspring through the values they hold regarding risky behaviors. For example, studies have consistently reported that permissive parental attitudes and values about adolescent alcohol use are a strong predictor of adolescent substance use (Ary, Tildesley, Hops, Lichtenstein, & Andrews, n.d.; Barnes & Welte,

What remains unclear is how values influence parenting behavior. Do values define which practices parents will employ, as suggested by Darling and Steinberg (1993); that is, do values precede the adoption of specific parenting practices? Or do values serve in a moderating capacity; that is, are parenting practices more effective in influencing adolescent outcomes parents value highly?

Plan of Analyses and Hypotheses

In this study, we attempt to overcome several shortcomings of previous research on parent-peer linkages during adolescence. First, despite little overlap between parent and peer views of family dynamics (Carlson, Cooper, & Spradling, 1991), parent-peer linkages have been studied primarily from the vantage point of the adolescent (Berndt, 1979; Brown et al., 1993; Brown & Huang, 1995; Fuligni & Eccles, 1993; Lamborn et al., 1991; Steinberg & Brown, 1989; Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986). This study also includes the perspective of parents, which seems important in a line of inquiry in which the influence of parents on their children’s peer orientation is presumed to be stronger than the influence of peer orientation on parents’ socialization practices (for an exception, see Brown et al., 1993).

Second, the specific practices through which parents are hypothesized to influence adolescent peer orientation are theory-driven. Based on the predictions of socialization theories, we hypothesize that parents influence their adolescents’ peer relationships through parental monitoring. Consistent with individuation-connectedness theories, we hypothesize that parents influence their adolescents’ peer relationships by being responsive to their adolescents. We focus on the pathways through which specific parenting practices influence peer relationships, rather than categorizing responsiveness and monitoring into a global parenting style (Baumrind, 1967; Ladd, 1992; Renshaw & Parke, 1992). Although parenting style has proven powerful in predicting adolescent outcomes, it provides little insight into the processes whereby these influences occur (Belsky, Hertzog, & Rovine, 1986).

Third, many studies have implicitly assumed that parenting practices linking the parent and peer domains are equally effective across all adolescent outcomes. Because the study of parent-peer linkages is in its infancy, this assumption is premature, especially in light of evidence that adolescents who reject parental advice and follow the lead of peers on substance use, for example, do not necessarily reject parental influence in other circumstances (Brown et al., 1993; Glynn, 1981; Kandel et al., 1978; Steinberg & Brown, 1989). As a conservative test of our hypotheses, this study examines parent and peer influences on adolescent substance use, an outcome more heavily influenced by peers than parents (Kandel & Andrews, 1987). Peer influence is the strongest predictor of adolescent substance use (Barnes, Farrell, & Banerjee, 1994; Hawkins et al., 1992; Newcomb & Bentler, 1989; Norem-Hebeisen, Johnson, Anderson, & Johnson, 1984), even after taking into account the influence of parental support and monitoring (Barnes & Farrell, 1992).

The data are analyzed using path analysis, which allows us to examine our hypotheses about the direct and indirect effects of the parenting variables in the model. Specifically, this analysis allows us to disentangle whether parenting practices influence adolescent substance use directly or indirectly through their influence on adolescent peer orientation. As shown in Figure 1, we hypothesize that the influence of parental responsiveness and monitoring on adolescent substance use is indirect through their negative association with relative peer orientation, which, in turn, is associated positively with substance use. Moreover, we examine whether the hypothesized parenting practices have the same influence on adolescent substance use across the sample of parents or whether the influence is moderated by parental values regarding adolescent alcohol use. Specifically, we hypothesize that parental responsiveness and monitoring will be more potent in deterring adolescent substance use among adolescents of parents who strongly disapprove of adolescent alcohol use than among parents who are less disapproving. In accordance with Heise (1975), the moderators are illustrated as circles.

The mediating and moderating hypotheses are examined in one series of regression analyses, based on the premise that the combined model is perhaps the most potent analytic strategy for predicting social behavior (Baron & Kenny, 1986). The path analysis is examined in six steps. In the first two steps, the dependent variable is regressed on the independent variables and then on the moderator. Third, the moderating hypothesis is tested by entering the interaction term, the product of each independent variable and the moderator (e.g., parental responsiveness times parental values), into the regression analyses after controlling for the main effects of the in-
dependent variables and the moderator (Baron & Kenny, 1986; Cleary & Kessler, 1982; Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1989). Fourth, the hypothesized mediator is regressed on the independent variables. Fifth, the dependent variable is regressed on the mediator with the independent variables partialed out. Finally, the dependent variable is regressed on the independent variables, the moderator, and the mediator. For mediation to occur, the mediator must be significantly related to the independent variable and also to the dependent variable with the independent variable partialed out (Baron & Kenny, 1986; R. Serlin, personal communication, April 29, 1998). The strongest evidence for a mediating effect emerges when the direct relation between the independent variable and the dependent variable or between the moderator and the dependent variable is no longer significant after the mediator is entered into the analysis. To minimize problems of multicollinearity in regression analyses with interaction terms, the independent and moderator variables are centered, which avoids bias in estimating the regression coefficients (Aiken & West, 1991).

**METHOD**

**Sample**

The sample and procedures derived from a study of 1,227 students in eighth to twelfth grade and their parents, \( N = 1,176 \), from three school districts in urban, suburban, and rural settings in a Midwestern county between December 1994 and May 1995. The adolescent and parent samples and the data collection procedures are described in the following sections.

**Adolescents.** Students were administered a 160 item questionnaire in their classrooms. In two schools, all students in the target grades were surveyed; in two larger schools, a representative subset of classrooms was selected by school guidance personnel, taking into account the grade level and academic difficulty of the classes. Participation rates ranged from 84% to 96% across the schools; overall, 88% of enrolled students participated. Only 10 students provided unusable data, yielding 1,227 student participants, none of whom were siblings.
Parents. Mothers and fathers were asked to complete a parallel 131-item mail survey. Mailing envelopes were pre-coded with the same identification number assigned to the target child. Parents were asked to complete a survey for their oldest child (in schools where all students participated) or a specific child (in schools where a subset of students took part). After two mailings, non-respondents were contacted by telephone and encouraged to participate. A total of 1,306 parents returned a survey, yielding a response rate of 60% after adjusting for single-parent households and families who had moved during the study. Response rates ranged from 55% to 66% in the three school districts. Of the returned surveys, 7 were blank, 45 had no matching data from the target adolescent, and 78 were completed for the wrong child; thus, 1,176 parents provided data that could be matched to a student survey.

Matched sample. The matched sample consisted of 666 mother-adolescent dyads (324 boys and 342 girls) and 510 father-adolescent dyads (260 boys and 250 girls). Of the adolescents, 66% reported on both parents. Based on self-reports, 97% of the mothers, 95% of the fathers, and 91% of the adolescents were European American. The average age was 15 for teens in both the mother and father samples, 42 for mothers, and 45 for fathers. In regard to family structure, 71% of the adolescents in the mother sample and 81% in the father sample reported living with two biological or adoptive parents, 12% of adolescents in the mother sample and 4% in the father sample lived in single parent families, 10% of adolescents in the mother sample and 11% in the father sample lived in stepfamilies, and the remainder lived in other arrangements. Based on parent reports, 25% of mothers and 20% of fathers had a high school education or less, 41% of mothers and 37% of fathers had some college or technical school, and 34% of mothers and 43% of fathers had a college degree or more. About 30% of mothers and 70% of fathers were employed 41 hr or more per week, 40% of mothers and 24% of fathers were employed 32 to 40 hr per week, and 21% of mothers and 2% of fathers were employed fewer than 32 hr per week; the rest were homemakers, in school, unemployed, disabled, or other.

Measures

The adolescent and parent surveys include items on family, peer, school, and community influences on adolescent development. Of interest in this study were substance use and peer orientation, measured from the adolescent perspective, and parental monitoring, responsiveness, and values regarding adolescent alcohol use, measured from the parent perspective. Based on criticisms that our knowledge of childrearing is based disproportionately on data from mothers (Minuchin, 1985), mothers’ and fathers’ responses were analyzed separately.

Adolescent-reported measures. To assess substance use, adolescents were asked how often in the past year they used eight substances: tobacco, beer, wine/wine coolers, hard liquor, marijuana, inhalants, hallucinogens, and cocaine/crack. Scores ranged from 0, indicating never using the substance, to 5, indicating daily use. The mean score was .46, SD = .59, in the mother sample and .44, SD = .58, in the father sample. The internal consistency, as determined by Cronbach’s alpha, was .83 and .84 in the mother and father samples, respectively.

Two questions were used jointly to classify adolescents’ level of relative peer orientation (high, moderate, or low). These questions do not force adolescents to choose between parents and peers, but rather allow adolescents to indicate that they rely on both. In the first question, adolescents are asked to choose from a list of 10 alternatives the one person, if anyone, they would talk to if they were having a personal problem; of these, 3 are parents or peers, consistent with our conceptualization, 6 are non-parental adults or a sibling, and 1 is “no one to talk with.” In the second question, adolescents are asked if they have had at least one good talk with their parents about personal problems in the past year. Adolescents who chose to talk to friends and had never talked to parents regarding personal problems in the past year were classified as 3, highly peer-oriented. Adolescents who chose to talk to friends but also reported talking to parents were classified as 2, moderately peer-oriented. Adolescents who chose to turn first to a parent were classified as 1, low in peer-orientation, regardless of whether or not they had talked to parents.

Of the adolescents who chose a response of either parent or peer on the first question, 28% in the mother sample and 27% in the father sample were classified as highly peer-oriented, 44% in the mother sample and 42% in the father sample as moderate, and 28% in the mother sample and 31% in the father sample as low. The means were 2.00, SD = .75, and 1.96, SD = .76, in the mother and father samples, respectively. About one-fifth of the adolescents, 21% in the mother sample and 21% in the father sample, selected one of the seven other responses (e.g., teacher, coach, school counselor; minister, priest, rabbi; youth organization leader), which were irrelevant to the conceptualization of orientation to peers relative to parents. To examine whether dropping these cases in analyses
that included peer orientation influenced the results, we compared the substance use of the two groups: students who selected a response of parent or peer and those who gave any other response. In an ANCOVA with controls for child’s sex, child’s age, parent’s education, and family structure, adolescent substance use in either the mother or father samples did not vary depending on whether students turned first to a parent or peer or whether they turned to a sibling or non-parental adult.

Parent-reported measures. Parental responsiveness was assessed with six items adapted from Armsden and Greenberg’s (1987) Inventory of Parent Adolescent Attachment. As proposed by Maccoby and Martin (1983), the scale measures not only parental warmth expressed toward the child (e.g., “I tell my child that I love him/her”), but also contingent responses and availability (e.g., “My child and I just spend time talking with each other”). Responses ranged from never (0) to always (4). The mean for mothers was 2.96, SD = .62, and for fathers 2.57, SD = .66. Cronbach’s alpha yielded a reliability of .84 for mothers and .84 for fathers.

Parental monitoring was assessed via six items adapted from a scale by Small and Kerns (1993), which assesses the extent to which parents know their children’s friends, the parents of their children’s friends, and their children’s whereabouts. Response categories range from never (0) to always (4). Consistent with previous studies (Barnes & Farrell, 1992; Eastman, 1994), adolescents were well monitored, with mean scores of 3.28, SD = .53, for mothers and 3.10, SD = .53, for fathers. Cronbach’s alpha was .83 in the mother sample and .80 in the father sample.

The measure of parental values regarding adolescent alcohol use was adapted from an existing instrument (Wilmes, 1991) that assesses adolescent perceptions of parental values. Parents responded to six statements that examine whether they would make exceptions regarding adolescent alcohol use under various circumstances (e.g., “It is OK for my child to drink at family celebrations,” and “If my child did drink once in awhile, I wouldn’t get upset”). On a scale of strongly agree (0) to strongly disagree (3), most parents disapproved of adolescent alcohol use, as evidenced by the mean of 2.45 for mothers, SD = .51, and 2.31 for fathers, SD = .54. The reliabilities were identical for mothers and fathers, Cronbach’s alpha = .90. We suspect most parents would claim to disapprove of adolescent use of such substances as marijuana, cocaine/crack, or inhalants. Thus, we believe restricting the measurement of parents’ values to adolescent alcohol use provides a more sensitive indicator with greater variability.

RESULTS

Preliminary Analyses

Descriptive analyses revealed that the drugs of choice among the eighth to twelfth graders in the sample were beer/wine/wine coolers and smoking tobacco. About 3 out of 10 adolescents reported regular use of these substances; specifically, 29% of adolescents in the mother sample and 28% in the father sample reported drinking beer, wine, or wine coolers at least once to three times a month, and 28% of adolescents in the mother sample and 26% in the father sample reported smoking cigarettes at least once to three times a month. Next in prevalence were hard liquor, 15% in the mother sample and 14% in the father sample, and marijuana, 11% in the mother sample and 9% in the father sample. Less than 4% of the adolescents in either sample reported using hallucinogens, chewing tobacco, inhalants, or cocaine/crack on a regular basis.

The correlations among all the study variables were computed. The zero-order correlation coefficients were between 0 and .54 for mothers and 0 and .47 for fathers, indicating no problems of multicollinearity (Table 1). These correlations indicated the relation of the personal characteristics of the adolescent and the parent to adolescent substance use and the parenting measures. For example, in the correlations of child’s sex with all the study variables, one significant correlation emerged: Mothers were more apt to disapprove of alcohol use for sons than for daughters. Older adolescents reported higher levels of substance use and relative peer orientation in both the mother and father samples; parents of older adolescents also reported less disapproval of adolescent alcohol use and less parental monitoring than did parents of younger adolescents. For mothers only, higher levels of education were linked to more disapproval of adolescent alcohol use. In the father sample, fathers in two-parent biological or adoptive families reported more monitoring and responsiveness than did parents of younger adolescents. For mothers only, higher levels of education were linked to more disapproval of adolescent alcohol use. In the father sample, fathers in two-parent biological or adoptive families reported more monitoring and responsiveness than those in other family types; adolescents also reported more substance use in family types other than two-parent biological or adoptive families. Because child’s sex, child’s age, parent’s education, and family structure were correlated with either adolescent substance use or the parenting measures, these four variables were used as covariates in subsequent analyses.
Path Analyses Examining Mother and Peer Influences on Adolescent Substance Use

A series of regression analyses examined the direct and indirect influences of the parent and peer variables on adolescent substance use in the mother-adolescent data set. In accordance with Baron and Kenny (1986), we first examined the relation of both monitoring and responsiveness to adolescent substance use, while controlling for child’s sex, child’s age, mother’s education, and family structure. As indicated in Table 2, the relation between maternal responsiveness and adolescent substance use was not significant. The relation between monitoring and substance use, however, was significant, with higher levels of maternal monitoring associated with lower levels of adolescent substance use.

Next, we examined the hypothesis that parental values regarding adolescent alcohol use moderate the relation of parental responsiveness and parental monitoring to adolescent substance use (Table 2). Contrary to our prediction, the relation between maternal monitoring and adolescent alcohol use was not moderated by maternal values. Consistent with our prediction, however, the relation between responsiveness and substance use was moderated by maternal values. That is, the significant interaction indicates differences among the slopes; specifically, the relation between maternal responsiveness and adolescent substance use depends on maternal values regarding adolescent alcohol use. In Figure 2, we graph the mean, a high, and a low score on the values scale. To accurately interpret this figure, an important caveat is that mothers typically disapproved of adolescent alcohol use; on average, mothers’ score on the values scale was 2.5, the midpoint between 2 (disagree) and 3 (strongly disagree).

Follow-up regression analyses examined whether these slopes representing three scores on the values scale differed significantly from 0 (Aiken & West, 1991). The slope for the mothers with a mean score of 2.5 on the values scale was unrelated to adolescent substance use. Those mothers who most strongly disapproved of adolescent alcohol use had scores of 3, which resulted from ratings of strongly disagree on all six items. Contrary to our prediction, this slope tended to be positive, β = .11, p = .069, indicating that higher maternal responsiveness was associated with more substance use. For mothers who scored 1.83 on the values scale, which is still closer to 2 (disagree) than 1 (agree), the slope was negative. For these less disapproving mothers, more maternal responsiveness appeared to be associated with less substance use, although the slope did not differ significantly from 0.

Next, we regressed relative peer orientation on parental responsiveness, monitoring, and values, as summarized in Table 2. Consistent with our expectations, responsiveness was significantly associated with relative peer orientation. Mothers who reported being more responsive had adolescents who reported lower levels of relative peer orientation. Neither mothers’ monitoring nor maternal values regarding adolescent alcohol use were associated with relative peer orientation. As expected, in the next regression, peer orientation was positively associated with adolescent substance use with the
Table 2  Series of Regressions for Path Model of Parent Influences on Peer Orientation and Adolescent Substance Use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mothers</th>
<th>Fathers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression of adolescent substance use:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>-.31***</td>
<td>-.26***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(6, 635) = 17.29***</td>
<td>F(6, 485) = 11.13***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression of adolescent substance use:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>-.29***</td>
<td>-.26***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values regarding adolescent alcohol use</td>
<td>-.09*</td>
<td>-.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(7, 633) = 15.88***</td>
<td>F(7, 483) = 9.51***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression of adolescent substance use:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.09*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>-.28***</td>
<td>-.28***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values regarding adolescent alcohol use</td>
<td>-.10**</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of responsiveness and values</td>
<td>.10*</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of monitoring and values</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.75**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(9, 631) = 12.91***</td>
<td>F(9, 481) = 8.20***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression of relative peer orientation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>-.22***</td>
<td>-.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values regarding adolescent alcohol use</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>-.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(7, 501) = 6.63***</td>
<td>F(7, 381) = 3.29**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression of adolescent substance use (controlling for responsiveness, monitoring, and values):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer orientation</td>
<td>.16***</td>
<td>.14**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(8, 500) = 14.20</td>
<td>F(8, 380) = 9.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression of adolescent substance use:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s sex</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s age</td>
<td>.15***</td>
<td>.16**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent’s education</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family structure</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.18***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental responsiveness</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental monitoring</td>
<td>-.30***</td>
<td>-.26***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental values regarding adolescent alcohol use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of responsiveness and values</td>
<td>-.08*</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of monitoring and values</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative peer orientation</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.72*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(10, 498) = 11.53***</td>
<td>F(10, 378) = 7.82***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All models control for child’s sex, child’s age, parent’s education, and family structure.

*  p ≤ .05;  ** p ≤ .01;  *** p ≤ .001.
Parent Influences on Adolescent Peer Orientation and Substance Use

In the final analysis, we regressed adolescent substance use on all the other variables and covariates in the model (Table 2). The results displayed in Figure 3 show the mediating process with the paths significant at .05 or better in the final analyses. Consistent with our hypotheses, higher maternal responsiveness was associated with lower relative peer orientation, which in turn was related to lower adolescent substance use. That is, when peer orientation was entered into the analysis, the direct relation between the interaction of maternal responsiveness and values to adolescent substance use disappeared. Thus, maternal responsiveness does not affect substance use directly, but rather indirectly through its association with lower relative peer orientation. The moderator effect indicates that this process does not apply to all mothers in the sample, but depends on maternal values regarding adolescent alcohol use. Thus, it appears that even among those mothers with the most disapproving values on adolescent alcohol use, the tendency for responsiveness to be associated positively with substance use was outweighed by the influence of more responsiveness on less peer orientation. In this final regression, more maternal monitoring and more disapproving maternal values regarding adolescent alcohol use were also directly associated with less substance use. The other significant variable was child’s age, with older adolescents reporting more substance use than younger ones.

Path Analyses

Examining Father and Peer Influences on Adolescent Substance Use

A parallel series of regression analyses was conducted for fathers. We first examined the relation of the parenting variables to adolescent substance use, controlling for child’s sex, child’s age, father’s education, and family structure. The hypothesized relation between paternal monitoring and adolescent substance use was significant after controlling for responsiveness and the covariates (Table 2); as predicted, higher levels of paternal monitoring were associated with lower levels of adolescent substance use. Contrary to our hypotheses, however, paternal responsiveness was not associated with adolescent substance use.

Next, we examined the hypothesis that the relation between parenting practices and adolescent substance use would be moderated by paternal values on adolescent alcohol use. Contrary to the results for mothers, the interaction between responsiveness and values was not significant, but the interaction of monitoring and values was. The significant interaction indicates differences among the slopes, as illustrated by the three value scores charted in Figure 4. In follow-up regression analyses examining whether these three slopes differed significantly from 0 (see Aiken & West, 1991), higher levels of paternal monitoring were associated with less substance use in every instance (for more disapproving fathers with a score of 2.83, $\beta = -.39$, $p < .001$; for fathers with a mean value of 2.3, $\beta = -.27$, $p < .001$; and for less disapproving fathers with a score of 1.83, $\beta = -.16$, $p < .008$). To correctly interpret this figure, note that even the less disapproving fathers had scores of 1.83, which is closer to 2 (disagree) than 1 (agree). As indicated by the betas, the relation of more paternal monitoring to less adolescent substance use is more potent among fathers with more disapproving values regarding adolescent alcohol use.
Next, we regressed relative peer orientation on paternal responsiveness, monitoring, and values, as summarized in Table 2. Similar to the results for mothers, responsiveness was significantly related to relative peer orientation; that is, fathers who were warmer and more available had adolescents who reported lower levels of relative peer orientation. The relation between monitoring and relative peer orientation was not significant, however, which means peer orientation cannot mediate the effect of monitoring on substance use. Also, values were not associated with relative peer orientation. As expected, in the next analysis, peer orientation was positively associated with substance use, with monitoring, responsiveness, and values partialled out.

In the final regression, adolescent substance use was regressed on all the major variables in the study and the covariates. The only variables significantly related to adolescent substance use were relative peer orientation, monitoring, the interaction of monitoring and values, child’s age, and family structure. As expected, higher peer orientation was associated with more substance use. With peer orientation entered into the analysis, paternal monitoring and the interaction between paternal monitoring and values remained significant in the same direction as in the preceding analyses. The results also indicated higher levels of substance use among older than younger adolescents and more substance use in family types other than two-parent biological or adoptive families. Thus, our hypotheses that fathers’ parenting practices would be mediated by relative peer orientation were not confirmed for either paternal responsiveness or monitoring. Our moderating analyses were confirmed for paternal monitoring. More paternal monitoring was associated with less adolescent substance use, with stronger effects among fathers with more disapproving values regarding adolescent alcohol use.

Parent and Child Sex Differences in the Mediating and Moderating Analyses

Based on evidence that mothers and fathers may play different roles with sons and daughters during adolescence (Steinberg, 1990), we examined in post hoc analyses whether the path models described earlier might be influenced by the child’s sex. We ran a regression analysis that examined the interaction of child’s sex with each independent variable in the model in both the mother and father samples. We entered the control variables and the main effects of each independent variable before entering the interaction terms. The interactions of child’s sex with parental responsiveness, parental monitoring, parental values regarding adolescent alcohol use, and relative peer orientation were not significant in the

Note: The significant moderating effect of maternal values regarding adolescent alcohol use on adolescent substance use disappeared after relative peer orientation was entered into the analysis. A higher score means more maternal monitoring and responsiveness, and more disapproving values regarding adolescent alcohol use. A higher score means more adolescent substance use, and more orientation to peers relative to parents.

$F(10, 498) = 11.53^{***}, H^2 = .19.$

* $p \leq .05.$ ** $p \leq .01.$

Figure 3 The mediating effect of relative peer orientation on the relation of maternal responsiveness to adolescent substance use

[Diagram of the mediating effect of relative peer orientation on the relation of maternal responsiveness to adolescent substance use.]
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parent or father samples. Thus, it was not appropriate to run the analysis separately as a function of child’s sex.

DISCUSSION

In support of the tenets of mesosystem analysis that adolescents’ experiences in the family domain may magnify or mitigate experiences in the peer domain (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, 1979), this study finds parenting practices influence adolescents’ orientation toward peers, and that experiences in both the parent and peer domains influence the likelihood that adolescents will engage in substance use. These results extend earlier findings in four important ways.

First, consistent with findings among younger children, this study demonstrates that mothers and fathers play an important role in influencing peer relationships, even for offspring as old as high school age. Contrary to theories of weak parent-peer linkages, this study provides support for maternal influence on relative peer orientation and subsequently on an outcome known to be heavily influenced by peers, adolescent substance use.

Second, the results support the propositions of individualization-connectedness theories that the primary mechanism through which parents influence peer orientation is their relationship with their adolescents. Parents influence peer orientation primarily by being responsive to their adolescents in ways such as expressing love or praise, being available when needed, and engaging in give-and-take discussions. Moreover, the results argue against the proposition of socialization theorists that parents influence peer relationships primarily through such monitoring practices as tracking adolescents’ whereabouts, discussing adolescents’ plans, and becoming acquainted with adolescents’ friends and the parents of their friends.

Third, by employing independent measures of parent and peer influence, this study illustrates the pathways through which parents and peers influence adolescent substance use. When mothers reported higher levels of responsiveness, adolescents reported lower orientation to peers, which in turn resulted in lower self-reported adolescent substance use. Yet this pathway did not operate for all mothers in the sample, but was moderated by maternal values regarding adolescent alcohol use. Among fathers, higher levels of monitoring were directly associated with lower levels of adolescent substance use. Yet this proximal process did not apply uniformly to all fathers but was moderated by fathers’ values regarding adolescent alcohol use. Thus, even though monitoring by either mothers or fathers is unrelated to peer orientation, it remains an important parenting practice during adolescence because it directly lowers the likelihood that adolescents will engage in substance use. Also, in the final path model for mothers, more disapproving values regarding adolescent alcohol use were directly related to less adolescent substance use.

Fourth, our results confirm earlier findings based solely on adolescent reports that parental strictness and supervision deter involvement in deviant behavior, and that warmth and acceptance contribute to social competence and psychological adjustment (Lamborn et al., 1991). Yet this study extends these findings by suggesting that parental influences on adolescent development may be moderated by the value parents place on particular socialization outcomes. For example, significant differences were found among mothers in the relation of responsiveness to adolescent substance use. Among mothers who were less disapproving of adolescent alcohol use in certain circumstances (e.g., at family celebrations, as long as the adolescent does not drive; when parents are present), the slope was negative as predicted, with more maternal

Note. Analyses control for child’s sex, child’s age, father’s education, and family structure.
responsiveness associated with less adolescent substance use; the slope, however, did not differ significantly from 0. Yet among mothers who were the most disapproving of adolescent alcohol use in every circumstance, the direction of the slope reversed, with more responsiveness tending to be associated with more substance use. Although the pattern of these most disapproving mothers is contrary to our expectations, upon reflection, it may be consistent with the tenets of individuation-connectedness theory. Parents who are unable to make any exceptions regarding a normative behavior like adolescent alcohol use may also be unable to allow the parent-child relationship to transform in other ways that allow the adolescent opportunities to demonstrate maturity and self-direction. As Ginott (1969) indicated, adolescents seem to have an inner radar for detecting strongly held parental values, which may become an obvious target for pushing limits and demonstrating independence from parents.

Parental values also influenced paternal monitoring, with stronger effects on adolescent substance use among fathers who held values more disapproving of adolescent alcohol use than among those with less disapproving values. Thus, the influence of parenting practices on adolescent behaviors appears to be moderated by parental values. In other words, the potency of parenting practices, even those widely recognized as effective during adolescence, appears to be preempted by the values parents hold regarding how desirable or appropriate specific adolescent behaviors are deemed to be.

These findings have theoretical, methodological, and pragmatic implications. Several theories, including “two social worlds,” socialization, and psychoanalytic, advance a view of parents as impotent in influencing their children’s peer relationships, suggesting that parents have “more to lose than gain in their child-rearing practices during adolescence” (Brown & Huang, 1995, p. 24). The results of this study call into question views that the parent-child relationship is repudiated during adolescence or operates in isolation from relationships with peers. Instead of distinct, detached, or antagonistic linkages between parents and peers, the results suggest a more mutual, contingent, and interactive view of parent-peer linkages during adolescence. Moreover, this mutuality between parents and peers appears to derive from characteristics of the parent-child relationship, as proposed by individual-connectedness theorists, not from parental monitoring, as proposed by socialization theorists.

These results, although supporting theories of strong parent-peer linkages, do not presuppose that all parents are able to maintain close relationships with their adolescents against a backdrop of increasing autonomy. Based on the primarily European American respondents in this study, parents are able to maintain close relationships, which brings with it the advantage of being able to restrain adolescents from extreme peer orientation. Yet undoubtedly, in some families or circumstances, a history of distance in the parent-child relationship may be too ingrained to be overcome at adolescence, thereby resulting in parental disengagement, detachment, or abdication of responsibility. Thus, even though the results suggest many families can influence adolescent peer relationships, we can in no way conclude that these findings hold across all families, regardless of relationship history, racial/ethnic origin, or socioeconomic status.

Conceivably, parents who chose not to participate in the study may be more likely to have difficult relationships with their children. The unique nature of the data set allowed us to compare adolescents whose parents did not participate with those who did. Consistent with results of longitudinal studies, our findings indicate that families with antisocial children were least apt to participate (Snyder et al., 1986). Students whose parents did not participate reported lower grade point averages, higher substance use, and more instances of running away from home in the past year. Moreover, adolescents whose parents did not participate were significantly more likely to be in a special education or alternative class, from an ethnic minority group, and not living with two biological parents.

Methodologically, the findings suggest that studies of parent-adolescent relationships would benefit by examining processes whereby parental values translate into child outcomes. According to Darling and Steinberg (1993, p. 492), “the values parents hold and the goals toward which they socialize their children are critical determinants of parenting behavior.” Contrary to this contention that parental values play a causal role in defining the practices parents employ, the results of our study raise the intriguing possibilities that parental values directly affect adolescent outcomes or moderate the efficacy of parenting practices. That is, our results suggest that parenting practices may not be generic in their effectiveness, but may depend, in part, on the values parents place on particular socialization outcomes. For example, paternal monitoring is related more strongly to lower adolescent substance use among fathers who are more disapproving of
adolescent alcohol use than among those who are less disapproving. If parents ascribe to permissive values regarding adolescent alcohol use, it should come as no surprise that monitoring is less effective in minimizing adolescent substance use. Yet the results for mothers’ responsiveness suggest that if values are too extreme, they may backfire and encourage the behavior they intend to discourage.

Regardless of the mechanisms whereby parental values influence adolescent outcomes, the tacit neglect of parental values in most studies may explain inconsistent findings and the low amount of variance accounted for by parenting variables during adolescence (Fuligni & Eccles, 1993; Lamborn et al., 1991). The assumption that adolescent outcomes like academic prowess, social skills, and sexual abstinence are valued equally by all parents results in findings that reflect accurately the sample as a whole, but may misrepresent the reality of the diverse parent population, some who highly value an outcome and some who do not.

Another methodological implication is that studies of parent-peer linkages may benefit if the data derive from both parents and adolescents, who may view family processes differently (Barnes & Farrell, 1992). With data from both sources, parent and peer influences are less apt to be conceived as endpoints of a single dimension and more apt to be viewed as separate orthogonal dimensions (Rigsby & McDill, 1975). Interestingly, studies based on adolescent data have tended to report weaker influences of parents on peer relationships (see Berndt, 1979; Brown & Huang, 1995; Fuligni & Eccles, 1993; Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986) than this study and others with parent data (Cooper & Cooper, 1992; Kandel & Andrews, 1987). Adolescents, who are striving to become more autonomous from parents, might be less willing to acknowledge their parents’ influence on their behavior than parents assert; this study suggests that parents’ more substantial claims may be well founded.

Pragmatically, these findings suggest that those who educate or provide services to families should refrain from overestimating the negative influence of peers and underestimating the positive influence of parents (Steinberg & Brown, 1989). Based on this study, parent educators should recommend that, when it comes to peer relationships, parents should not “buzz off” but instead “butt in” by being responsive and available to their adolescents. Research suggests that even distressed families can learn such specific child management practices as monitoring and responsiveness through parent education classes (Kazdin, 1987; Patterson, 1986) and age-paced parent education newsletters (Bogenschneider & Stone, 1997).

Future research needs to build on the five inherent limitations of this study. First, an important caveat is that the consistency of the findings with the theoretical model does not prove the theory, but rather provides support for it (Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973). Second, longitudinal research is needed to delineate more clearly the processes that link the parent and peer domains. For example, are the processes targeted toward particular goals (e.g., maintaining a responsive relationship with adolescents) also serve other purposes (e.g., reducing adolescents’ susceptibility to extreme peer orientation)? In addition, as others have suggested, do parents take deliberate steps to directly manage their adolescents’ peer relationships by offering advice on how to develop and maintain friendships and by setting limits on interactions with less desirable friends (Brown, Hamm, & Meyerson, 1996; Kraft, 1995; Mounts, 1996; Parke & Bhavnagri, 1989)? A third limitation is that the cross-sectional nature of the data does not allow a clear interpretation of the findings. The path model implies, for example, that less involved parenting leads to more adolescent substance use, whereas the reverse could be true—more substance use could lead to less involved parenting. Without longitudinal data, it is also impossible to determine whether parental responsiveness initiated during adolescence has the benefits observed in this study, or whether the benefits accrue only if parental responsiveness is initiated during childhood and continued through adolescence. Fourth, more study is needed to replicate in the peer domain the fine-tuned distinctions we have made in the parent domain. We fully expect that adolescents hold divergent values about risky and prosocial behaviors and that peer influence is not a unitary force that is primarily negative in its influence (Brown & Huang, 1995). Fifth, these results raise the intriguing possibility that mothers and fathers may assume responsibility for different parenting functions during adolescence. In future analyses, we plan to disentangle whether adolescent outcomes are affected by variations in the family level of a parenting practice (e.g., whether thresholds exist above which no additional benefits accrue, and discrepancies between child and parent reports).

Finally, this study supports theories of strong parent-peer linkages, providing evidence that adolescence is not a time for parents to disengage, but rather a time to re-
main involved and connected. One of the greatest legacies parents may pass on to their children is the influence they have, through the interface of their values and practices, on their children’s capacity to resist extreme peer orientation (Rubin & Sloman, 1984) and avoid risky behaviors.
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